Abstract-Optimal methods for designing multiplierless finite-impulse response (FIR) and infinite-impulse response (IIR) filters with cascaded prefilter-equalizer structures are proposed. Assuming that an FIR filter consists of a cyclotomic polynomial (CP) prefilter and an interpolated second order polynomial (ISOP) equalizer, in the proposed method, the prefilter and equalizer are simultaneously designed using mixed integer linear programming (MILP). The resulting filter is a cascaded filter with minimal complexity. For IIR filters all-pole IIR equalizers consisting of inverse of interpolated first order polynomials (IIFOP's) are introduced, and a CP-prefilter cascaded with this type of equalizer is designed. Design examples demonstrate that the proposed methods produce a more efficient cascaded prefilter-equalizer than existing methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
One approach to the design of efficient finite-impulse response (FIR) filters requiring fewer arithmetic operations than conventional ones is based on a cascade structure composed of a prefilter, which is often multiplerless, followed by an FIR equalizer [1] - [8] . The prefilter provides most of the desired stopband attenuation, then the equalizer adapts the overall filter to meet specifications. Prefilters are based on the use of polynomials such as the recursive running sum (RRS) [1] , [2] , Chebyshev polynomials [3] , and the cyclotomic polynomial (CP) [4] which includes the RRS as a special case. They are designed either in an ad hoc manner [4] , [5] or by formulating a linear optimization problem [8] . After deriving the prefilter, an equalizer is designed using conventional methods such as the Parks-McClellan algorithm or linear programming.
The two-step process for designing a cascaded prefilter and equalizer generally results in a sub-optimal overall filter, even when each individual filter in the cascade is optimally designed. A more efficient combination of the prefilter and equalizer would seemingly be derived if the two filters were simultaneously designed under the same optimality criterion. Accordingly, this brief outlines a new method for designing a cascaded prefilter and equalizer with minimal complexity. The proposed approach is based on the use of ISOP's [9] and IIFOP's for FIR and infinite-impulse response (IIR) equalizers, respectively. The prefilter and equalizer are designed concurrently by selecting the optimal polynomials from either the set of CP's and ISOP's or the set of CP's and IIFOP's. It will be shown that efficient prefilters and equalizers can be designed by applying the optimal CP selection method in [8] to the proposed problem. Design examples will demonstrate that the proposed method can provide a remarkable reduction in computational complexity. Q is the total number of elements in cp . The roots of F q (z) lie either within the stopband or within a portion of the transition band.
B. ISOP for FIR Equalizers
An ISOP is an interpolated version of a second order polynomial with symmetric coefficients which guarantee a linear phase characteristic S I (z) = (a + bz 0I + az 02I ) coefficients, and R is the total number of elements in IS.
C. IIFOP for IIR All-Pole Equalizers
An ISOP cannot be employed as a denominator polynomial of an allpole equalizer because its linear phase characteristic leads to an unstable system. Therefore, instead of ISOP's, a first order polynomial (a + bz 01 ) and its interpolated version (a + bz 0I ), which is called an IFOP, is utilized. An IFOP is a nonlinear phase system whose mag- 
III. SIMULTANEOUS DESIGN OF PREFILTER AND EQUALIZER

A. CP Prefilter and ISOP Equalizer Design
The system function of a cascaded CP prefilter and ISOP equalizer is given by H(z) = k 1 , and c is a constant which is determined depending on the delay and addition complexity. This problem can be solved by MILP, by treating k dB ; m q and n r as variables.
B. CP Prefilter and IIFOP Equalizer Design
The overall filter is expressed as
is given by (4) after replacing S of H(!) are necessary. The proposed method which minimizes the complexity under the group delay and ripple constraints is described in (6) , shown at the bottom of the page, where ct represents the complexity of delays, G d represents a constant group delay, is a given allowable group delay deviation, G [10] . This optimization can be achieved using MILP, treating k dB ; m q ; n r ; t, and y as variables.
IV. DESIGN EXAMPLES
In design exmaples, the parameters (a; b) for the ISOP's and IIFOP's were assumed to be 8-bit CSD coefficients consisting of a single powers-of-two term. The constant c in (5) was set at 0.5. 2 CP prefilters in (7) and (8) which have RRS subfilters are stable, because exact pole-zero cancellation is guaranteed in the RRS [5] . 
In Table I , the computational complexity of the overall filter
is compared with those of the low-pass filters designed in [1] , [5] , [11] , and [12] . The number of multiplications in parentheses represents scaling with a constant k. it needed considerably fewer delays than the FIR filter. The filters designed using the proposed method required remarkably less computation than the others.
V. CONCLUSION
An optimal procedure for designing multiplierless cascaded form FIR/IIR digital filters with minimal complexity was presented. Specifically, CP prefilters and an ISOP (or allpole IIFOP) equalizer with CSD coefficients were considered and methods for the simultaneous design of such prefilters and equalizers were developed.
The proposed methods can be extended to designing general cascade filters as long as an eligible set of filter polynomials can be defined. The search for finding other classes of polynomials which can be useful for cascade filter design remains as an area for further development.
